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STRL has been researching a broadcasting system based
on home servers, which will lead to "TV Anytime." The
system will employ a receiver equipped with a large-

capacity program storage device. In addition to allowing a
viewer to watch a program anytime he or she wishes, this
broadcasting system will make feasible various new types of
broadcasting services through the use of program-related
information called metadata. An example of such a service
would be the selective viewing of scenes containing specific
players in a baseball game (Figure 1).   

One critical issue that must be resolved involves
preventing unauthorized use of, or tampering with, stored
programs. Easy program editing or reconstructing for
viewing using metadata will also necessitate a mechanism
that will let the broadcaster control how the program can
be used. 

The RMP* system developed by STRL solves these
problems (see Figure 2). This system first stores contents
while they are still encrypted with a scramble key
(encryption key) that changes about every second. This
encrypted stored content is then decrypted at the time of
viewing. It also enables rights protection by program unit
through further encrypting of the scramble key with a
content key, which is attached to the individual program
unit.

This encryption method will make illegal tampering with
stored programs more complicated, and requiring a content
key for actual viewing makes it impossible to watch the
program even if it is illegally copied.

This recently constructed RMP system has the following
characteristics.
1. The use of a content key enables rights protection of

stored programs and programs to be broadcast that are
under control of a broadcaster.

2. A broadcaster can attach utilization conditions, such as a
period of validity on a content key, to control the use of
the stored programs and other data. 

This function will enable a broadcast program to use a
licensing service or fee-charging service. For instance, when
a user wishes to view expired contents, he or she can
request permission from a broadcaster in order to obtain a
content key with a new expiration date for viewing a
program via broadcasting or the Internet.

These research results have been adopted as a standard
for a broadcasting system based on home servers at the
Telecommunications Council, and detailed specifications are
currently under formulation at the Association of Radio
Industries and Businesses (ARIB). We will proceed with this
research by expanding the RMP system's functions, with the
goal of creating an RMP system for broadcasting contents
distribution via home networks or removable media.
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Figure 2: Developed RMP system overview
Figure 1: Example of service for Broadcasting
System Based on Home Servers

Ijoined NHK in 1996 and have
been with NHK STRL since 1999. I
have been studying a new digital

broadcasting system utilizing home
storage devices and the Internet. My recent research
interests include a rights, management, and protection
(RMP) system for broadcasting based on home servers.
This RMP system enables rights protection and
advanced access control (validity interval, usage and
payment terms, etc.) of contents stored on home storage
devices.
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